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Abstract—Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which allows visual information i.e. picture or
text to be encrypted in such a way that decryption becomes a job of the person to decrypt via sight reading.
There are various techniques has been established for visual cryptography. In this research the image can be
sliced first and then encrypted by using the encrypted factor. To decrypt an image the user wants the correct
encryption factor. By using this technique colour image also convert into gray scale image.
Keywords— Visual cryptography, Extended visual cryptography, Gray scale, Encryption factor, Decryption,
Data Security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Visual cryptography is the concept in which an image can decrypt without using any algorithm. No need of
any image decryption algorithm for seeing an image to the client side. The Visual Cryptography concept comes
under the Data security. When an user wants to send the secret data to an another person securely, then various
methods can apply for securing that data such as Caesar cipher, playfair etc. Just like that, the user wants to
send any secret image securely, then the concept was arises that is called as “Securing data by using Visual
Cryptography”.
The Gray scale concept was arise when it is impossible to send colour image. The concept of gray scale is
important for sending the colour image because the gray scale has luminous intensity. The luminous intensity
factor of colour image cannot be same and to convert this luminous intensity factor of colour image into same
factor, we need gray scale conversion concept.
After converting colour image into gray scale image, the image get sliced horizontally or vertically into number
of parts. The sliced image needs to maintain its original size. The number of sliced get increases to create
complexity for attacker. The attacker gets confused if the number of slices is more. The attacker cannot identify
the image even if he/she get the details of image. The original image was only known to the authorized person.
After slicing an image into number of parts, the slices wants to encrypt by using the encryption factor. Before
processing and after slicing we need to set the encryption factor. That encryption factor is also called as
threshold value. By using this threshold value, every slice of an image get encrypted. Even if the attacker gets
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the details of an image, still attacker cannot find an original image. The attacker can see only
encrypted data not original data. The encryption factor is nothing but a key which wants to encrypt the data.
In this project one concept is implemented i.e. Adding cover image. This concept was arise to remove the
problem of “pixel expansion” by adding an extra pixels in the image. It is a function which is call at the time of
merging slices at the receiver side. Because of this concept an image which is received at receiver side seen
clearly. The adding cover image means nothing more than adding extra pixel in the original pixels.
The receiver can receive an image, by entering the threshold value. There is no need of extra algorithm to
decrypt an image. The slices were merging and form an original image. The threshold value is nothing but
encryption factor. If this factor enters correctly then receiver can see the image.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most type of different algorithms are already define for visual cryptography have been proposed. The most of
the attacks by a hacker would like to attack on an images. A survey and comparison of this techniques is given
in this paper presents.
1. The Secret Sharing Scheme proposed by the Adi Shamir in 1979.
It refers to method for distributing a secret amongst a group of participant„s, each of whom is allocated a share
of the secret. The secret can be reconstructed only when sufficient number of shares is combined together;
individual shares are of no use on their own.
2. Encrypting an image by random grids (RGs) was first introduced by Kafri and Keren in 1987.
A binary secret image is encoded into two noise-like transparencies with the same size of the original secret
image, and stacking of the two transparencies reveals the content of the secret.
Comparing RGs with basis matrices, one of the major advantages is that the size of generated transparencies is
unexpanded. The RG scheme is similar to the probabilistic model of the VC scheme, but the RG scheme is not
based on the basis matrices. The recent studies include the RG for color image.
3. The visual cryptography scheme was introduced by Naor & Shamir in 1994. It is a secret sharing
scheme with good security for binary image. In [2] Wu et al have proposed a visual cryptography schemes to
share two secret images in two shares. In the hidden two secret binary images into two random Shares,
for namely A and B, such that the first secret can be seen by stacking the two shares.

III. PROPOSED PLAN
A. Architecture
In System Architecture, the working of project can be explained. An image is sending from sender to receiver
are explained. In the sender side, an encryption process can be perform and in receiver side decryption process
can be perform.

Fig.1 System Architecture
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1. Gray Scale Conversion
In gray scale conversion, the colored image can be converted into the gray image. Gray image is nothing but the
black and white image. In gray scale conversion the dark color is turned into black color and light color turn into
white color. The need of conversion of gray scale is to send colored image from sender to receiver. The intensity
of colored image is different at every pixel hence to maintain the intensity of image we need to convert an image
into gray scale.

Fig.2 Gray Scale Conversion image

2. Slicing
In this module, the image get sliced and forms a shares. The size of sliced image is converted into the size of
original image .The maximum number of slice hence the security get increase. The attacker get confused
because of maximum number of slices. The slicing was done either horizontal or vertical it depends. The
maximum number of slices creates maximum confusion.

Fig.3 Slicing Conversion image

3. Encryption
In encryption process, each slice or image get encrypted separately. Each slice can be encrypted by adding,
subtracting, multiplying by a particular number. This number which is used to encrypt an image is called as
Encryption factor or also called as Threshold value. By using this factor the pixels get converted into the
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encrypted form. This is the very simplest technique to encrypt an image. Because of this process, even if the
attacker trap the details of an image then the image not original image.

Fig.4 Encrypted Data image

4. Adding Cover Image
This concept was arise to remove a problem of pixel expansion. This method is called as extended visual
cryptography. When the image decrypted, it not get cleared image. To increase the clarity of an image, the
adding cover image was implement. When the image get merge at the receiver side the extra pixels are added
into the original pixel. This method helps us to improve the clarity of an image.
5. Decryption
The Decryption is nothing but form an original image at the receiver side. There is no need of any algorithm to
decrypt an image. The decryption is perform by visualizing the image by human eye. Hence this is the
advantage of this research. The encryption factor is used to receive an original image.
B. Working

Fig.5 Data Flow Diagram
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Original image is an input of this project which can be converting into gray scale image by using gray scale
conversion. Then that gray scale image can be divided into slices, this slices can be encrypted by using
Encryption technique. After Encryption, Adding cover image technique can be used. Then this image can be
receive by receiver and receiver gets image in original size. In this way project is wok.
C. Code for Gray Scale
Bitmap bm=new Bitmap();
Bitmap bm=image.fromfile(“ “);
For(I=0;to bm.width){
For(j=0; to bm.height)
{
Color c=bm.getpixel(I,j);
Color d=newColor();
d.R=c.R*0.3;
d.G=c.G*0.3;
d.B=c.G*0.3;
dm.setpixel(I,j,d);
}
}
D. Users of System
1.

Client

The client can send the request to the server for connecting the server. The client can receive the details of
an image. If the client is authorized person then he/she enter the correct threshold value and receive the
decrypted image .The IP address and port number required to connect the server with client.
2.

Server

Server can give the response to the client. The encrypted image can be send to the client side. The original
image can encrypt in server side by entering the encryption factor. This encryption can be entering by the user.

E. Advantages
1.

In Decryption method, the slices are decrypted by giving the threshold value hence it is more efficient.

2.

No need of decryption algorithm. The image can be visualized by human sight.

3.

The traditional cryptosystems need much time to directly encrypt the image data hence the visual
cryptography is helpful in this method.

F. Applications
1.

Transmission is secure

2.

Storage of data can be secure

3.

Integrity in Transmission

4.

Integrity in Storage

5.

Authentication of Identity

6.

Image encryption has applications in internet communication, multimedia systems, medical imaging,
telemedicine, military communication, etc.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Visual Cryptography is an important technology for providing security to an images
secending from sender to receiver. In this research paper the modules which are
implementing practically are explained in detail. In this research paper only the practical
implementation can be explained. Also explain why we use the above techniques for securing
the data or image. The process of securing data can be helpful to share the data or image
securely to another person.
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